STUDENT MATERIALS
RESEARCH FORUM

JUNE 2, 2016

This annual event is a great way for Ph.D. students and postdocs to connect with industry practitioners at our Business and Technology Center in Billerica, Massachusetts while showcasing their own research. We are looking for applicants who are working on novel solutions for some of today’s most challenging problems in the fields of chemistry, physics, material science, chemical engineering and mechanical engineering.

Don’t miss an exciting opportunity to spend the day:

- Presenting your research during a poster session - prize for best poster
- Networking with our scientists and engineers
- Touring our labs
- Meeting our CTO and other technology leaders over lunch

Submit your online application by **Friday, April 29, 2016**. Learn more at [cabotcorp.com/researchforum](http://cabotcorp.com/researchforum).

Questions? Send us an email: Uinnovate@cabotcorp.com